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LAGRANGEAN CONTACT STRUCTURES
ON PROJECTIVE COTANGENT BUNDLES
MASARU TAKEUCHI
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Introduction
Let (M,Z>) be a contact manifold of dimension 2n — 1, n>2, and
(£",£") a pair of subbundles of D. We say that (D; E,Er) is a Lagrangean
contact structure on M if for each point xeM the fibres E
x
 and E'
x
 are
transversal Lagrangean subspaces of D
x
 with respect to the natural
conformal symplectic structure of D
x
.
An example of Lagrangean contact structure is given on the projective
cotangent bundle P(T*M) of a manifold M of dimension n in the following
way. Let D be the canonical contact structure on P(T*M). Suppose
that a projective structure Q on M is given. For [λ] ePCΓM), we define
E[
λ] to be the space of vertical vectors in T{λ](P{T*M)) for the projection
w. P(T*M)->M. Furthermore, choosing a local torsionfree connection
η belonging to Q defined over a neighbourhood of X=VJ{[X])EM, we
define E[λ] to be the space of horizontal lifts to [λ] of vectors Xe TXM
with λ(X) = 0. It is determined by Q independently on the choice of
η. These subspaces E[λ], E[λ] of T[λ](P(TM))y [λ\eP{TM), constitute
subbundles Ey E
r
 of D such that (D; E,E') becomes a Lagrangean contact
structure on P(TM) (Theorem 4.2).
A typical one is the Lagrangean contact structure (Z)
o
; EO,E'O) on
the projective cotangent bundle of w-projective space P" associated to
the flat projective structure Q
o
 on Pn. A Lagrangean contact structure
is said to be flat if it is locally isomorphic to (D
o
; EO,E'O). The purpose
of the present note is to prove:
The Lagrangean contact structure on P(T*M) associated to a
projective structure Q on M is flat if and only if Q is projectively flat.
A conformal analogue to our theorem in the following form was
proved by Miyaoka [2], Sato-Yamaguchi [3]: The Lie contact structure
on the tangential sphere bundle S(TM) associated to a conformal structure
C on a manifold M is flat if and only if C is conformally flat, provided
dimM>3.
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The proof of our theorem is based on the theory of Tanaka[5] of
G-structures associated to simple graded Lie algebras as in [2], [3]. First,
we show that the Lagrangean contact structures are in bijective
correspondence with the G-structures of type m associated to sl(w + l)
endowed with gradation of contact type in the sense of Tanaka[5] (Theorem
5.1). Next, we construct a normal Cartan connection ω associated to
the G-structure of type m which corresponds to our Lagrangean contact
structure on P(T*M)y making use of the normal Cartan connection for
the projective structure Q (Theorem 6.4). It turns out that the curvature
of ω vanishes if and only if the projective curvature of Q vanishes. This
implies our theorem.
1. Lagrangean pairs
In this paper we work in C°°-category though all the arguments are
valid also in complex analytic category, replacing the real number field
R by the complex number field C.
Let (WyA) be a symplectic vector space over R of dimension 2n. A
subspace E of W is said to be Lagrangean with respect to A (or with
respect to the confofmal symplectic structure determined by A) if d'ιmE = n
and A{EyE) = {0}. A pair (EyEf) of subspaces of W is called a Lagrangean
pair if E and E' are Lagrangean subspaces of (WyA) such that
EnE' = {0}. A symplectic basis {ely- ye2n} of (WyA) with ^4(^,^π+J ) = 5 l7
is sa id t o b e adapted to (EyEf) if E=[ely--yen] a n d E'= [en + l y - ye2n], w h e r e
[*] denotes the subspace spanned by *. Any Lagrangean pair admits
an adapted symplectic basis. The Lagrangean pairs are congugate to
each other under the symplectic automorphisms or the conformal
symplectic automorphisms of (WyA).
Now let us recall the notion of torsionfree connection in order to
give a geometric example of Lagrangean pair. Let M be a manifold of
dimension n and fix a vector space V over R of dimension n. Let
π: F{M) -»M be the frame bundle of My with structure group
GL(V). Denote by Θ the canonical form on F(M)y which is a F-valued
1-form on F{M). A connection η in F(M) is said to be torsionfree if
dθ + [η9θ]=0.
It is also described in the following way (see Kobayashi[l]). Let
π
2
: F2(M) -> M be the second order frame bundle of M, with structure
group G2(V). We may consider GL(V) as a subgroup of G2(V) through
the natural monomorphism GL(V) -» G2(V). Then the natural projection
π\: F2(M) -+ F(M) is GL( F)-equivariant. Denote by θ2 the second
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canonical form on F 2 (M), which is a F+gl(F)-valued 1-form on
F2(M). We decompose it to the sum
of the F-component Θ_
x
 and the gl(F)-component Θ
o
. Then the
torsionfree connections η are in bijective correspondence with the
GL{ F)-equivariant sections s: F(M) -* F2(M) of π\: F2(M) -• F(M) in such
a way that s*θ
o
 = η. The section s corresponding to η is constructed as
follows. For a given ueF(M) a local diffeomorphism /: ( F , 0 ) - » M is
defined by f(v) = Expηu(v)y where Exp^ denotes the exponential map for
the linear connection in the tangent bundle TM induced by η. Then
the correspondence u\-^jl(f)y the second jet of/at 0, provides the required
section s.
Let η be a connection in F(M) and V the linear connection in the
cotangent bundle p: TM -> M induced by η. For given λeT
x
M and
XeT
x
My we denote by X%eTλ(TM) the horizontal lift of X to TM
with respect to V. It may be also described as follows. Identify T*M
with the associated bundle F(M) x
 G L ( F ) F* with respect to the natural
(contragredient) action (id)* of GL(V) on the dual space F* of V, and
denote the projection F(M) x V -> TM by (w,ξ)\-+u\ξ. For a fixed ξ e F*,
the differential T(F(M)) -» T(TM) of the map F(M) -> T*M defined by
will be denoted by Xh->X-ξ. Then we have
Xf = Xl'ξ for λ = u-ξ,
where X*
u
e TU(F(M)) is the horizontal lift of X t o F(M) with respect to ^ /.
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let η be a torsionfree connection in F(M). For a
given / I G T ^ M we define subspaces E
λ
 and ^ of T
λ
(TM) by
£ A = {X?; Z e Γ x M } , E'λ = {μvλ; μeTxM}y
where μ\~*μv
λ
 denotes the identification TXM= Tλ(TxM). Further, we
define a 1-form α on TM by
(x(X) = λ(p,X) for Xe T
λ
(TM),
whose exterior differential doί is known to be a symplectic form on each
T
λ
(TM). Then (E
λiE'λ) is a Lagrangean pair of (Tλ(TM)ydoc). More
precisely, we have that
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doc(μv
λyX
H
λ
) = -μ(X) for μe T
x
My Xe TXM.
2. Lagrangean contact structures
In this section we assume that n>2. A graded Lie algebra
(abbreviated to GLA) over R
is called a fundamental GLA of contact type of degree ny if dimg_2 = l,
dimg_1 = 2w —2, and [g_1,X] = {0} implies X—0 for Xε§_1. Such a
GLA is unique up to GLA-isomorphism. If we take an e
o
G9-2 with
e
o
^0y a symplectic form Ao on Q_X is defined by
[XyY]=A0(XyY)e0 for XyYeQ_ly
whose conformal class is determined by m independently on the choice
of e0. We define C(m) to be the subgroup of GL(tn) consisting of ae
GL(m) such that <?g-i=g-i and that the graded linear automorphism
a of m induced by a is a GLA-automorphism.
Let M be a manifold of dimension 2n—\ and D a subbundle of TM
of codimension 1. Denote by κ\ TM-> TM/D the projection to the
quotient line bundle TM/D. For a point xeM we define a GLA m(,χ:) as
follows. Let Q_2{x) = (TM/D)χy Q_i(x) = Dχy and m(^) = g_2
For Xy YEQ_1(X) we define
taking local sections X and f of fl around x which extend X and Y,
respectively. Further, we set [m(jc),g_2(^)] = {0}. If m(x) is GLA-
isomorphic to m for every point xeMy D is called a contact structure on
M. Note that then D carries a natural conformal symplectic structure
determined by the m(jc)'s. A contact structure may be also defined by
a system of contact forms {{T^yJ, where {t/J is an open cover of My and
y£ is a 1-form defined on Ut with γt Λ (<iyf)w ~1 φ 0 everywhere on £/,- which
satisfies Ίi—ίiίij o n UιΓ\Uj with a function /
ί7 on UΊnUj. Then
ί)
: c
 = {ZGT3CM;y i(J) = 0} if xeUt
defines a contact structure D. And every contact structure D is obtained
in this way. Note that in this case the conformal symplectic structure
on D is given by {dy^)
x
\D
x
 x D
x
.
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Let M be a manifold and w. P{T*M)-+ M the
projective cotangent bundle of M. We set f*M = T*M—{zero section}
and denote by q: f*M -+ P(T*M) the natural projection /lh->[A]. Let α
be the 1-form on T*M defined in Example 1.1. If we take local sections
V Uι -> T*M of g and set yf = 5*α, then { f/,-,^ } becomes a system of contact
forms on P(T*M). The contact structure D determined by this system
is called the canonical contact structure on P{T*M).
For a contact structure ΰ on a manifold M of dimension In — 1, a
frame w: m —• TXM at xeM is called a contact frame of (M,D) if UQ_1 =DX
and the graded linear isomorphism w: m —• m(Λ ) induced by u is a
GLA-isomorphism. Then the subset FD(M) of F(M) consisting of the
contact frames of (M,D) becomes a C(τn)-structure. Furthermore,
P = FD(M) is a C(m)-structure of type m in the sense that
d0-2 + - [ 0 - i , 0 - d = 0 m o d θ _ 2 ,
where 0_2 and 0_! denote the g_2-component and the g.i-component,
respectively, of the restriction Θ to P of the canonical form on
F(M). Conversely, for every C(m)-structure P of type m there exists
uniquely a contact structure D such that FD(M) = P.
Let Dι be a contact structure on Mh ί = l , 2 . A diffeomorphism
φ: M1-+ M2 is called a contact isomorphism of (M1,Z)1) to (M2,D2) if
φ+Di=D2, which is equivalent to that φ+ induces a GLA-isomorphism
of m^x:) to m2(φ(x)) for each point xeMi, or to that φ is a C(m)-structure
isomorphism of (M
u
FDί(M1)) to (M 2 ,F D 2 (M 2 )) , namely, the first
prolongation φa): F ( M 1 ) - > F ( M 2 ) of φ sends FDl{Mγ) onto ^(71^2).
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let Dt be the canonical contact structure on P{T*Mj)y
/=1,2. A diffeomorphism φ:M1-+M2 induces a diffeomorphism
φ: P{TM
γ
) -> P(TM2) such that the diagram
P(TM2)
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is commutative, where q{\ TMi -+ P(T*Mι)y i = 1,2, are natural projections.
Then φ is a contact isomorphism of (P(TM1 ))Di) to (P(TM2)iD2).
Let m = g_2 + g_i be a fundamental GLA of contact type of degree
n. If a Lagrangean pair (e,e') of the symplectic vector space (Q_lyA0)
is given, the triple (m; e,e') is called a fundamental GLA of Lagrangean
contact type of degree n. Such a triple is unique up to isomorphism. Here
for two such triples (m^ e^e ), ι = l,2, a GLA-isomorphism φ of mi to m 2
such that <pe1=e2, <P
e
Ί
 = e2 *s called an isomorphism of (TT^  e^eΊ) to
(m2ί e2>e2) For a fundamental GLA (m; e,e') of Lagrangean contact
type, a basis {e0yely'"ye2n_2} of m is called a Lagrangean contact basis if
^o
G9-2 a n d {e\,'">e2n-i\ is a symplectic basis of ( g . ^ ^ o ) adapted to
(e,e'). We define the Lagrangean contact group C(nt; e,e') to be the
subgroup of C(m) consisting of aeC{m) such that #e = e,#e' = e'. With
respect to a Lagrangean contact basis, it is represented by
C(m; e,e') =
Let ΰ be a contact structure on a manifold M of dimension
2n— 1. Suppose that two subbundles Z?,£" of Z) are given. We say that
(£); E,Ef) is a Lagrangean contact structure if for every xeM,(E
χyE'x) is
a Lagrangean pair of D
x
 with respect to the natural conformal symplectic
structure on D
x
. A frame u: m-• Γ X M of M is called a Lagrangean
contact frame of (MyD; EyEf) if it is a contact frame of (M,D) such that
ut=E
χyut
r
 = E'
x
. Then the subset F(D.EEΊ(M) of F(M) consisting of the
Langrangean contact frames of (MyD; EyEr) becomes a C(m; e,e')-structure
of type m. Conversely, for every C(m; e,e')-structure P of type m there
exists uniquely a Lagrangean contact structure (D; EyEf) such that
F(D;EE)(M)=P. Let (Diy EhEri) be a Lagrangean contact structure on
Mh i= 1,2. A difΐeomorphism φ: M1 -> M2 is called a Lagrangean contact
isomorphism if it is a contact isomorphism of (M^.D^) to (M2,D2) such
that φ*Ei=E2, φJE\^E2y which is equivalent to that φ is a C(tn; e,e')-
structure isomorphism of (M
u
F(Di;EltEfι)(Mί)) to ( M 2 , F φ 2 ; £ 2 £ , } (M 2 )).
3. Projective structures
Let W be a vector space over R of dimension w+1, w > l , and
/>" = P(ίf/) the projective space associated to W. We denote by L the
group of projective transformations of P", which is isomorphic to the
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quotient group GL(W)/C of GL(W) by its center C. The Lie algebra
I = LieL of L is identified with sl(PF), a n d L may be considered as a
subgroup of the automorphism group Aut(I) of I through the adjoint
representation. We define an L-invariant nondegenerate symmetric
bilinear form B on I by
B(X, Y) = tr(XY) for Xy Ye I.
In the following we fix a basis {w
o
,wiy'-,wn} of W, and denote by
{ζ°X1r 'yζn} the basis of W* dual to this. Thus we have identifications:
L = PL(n + \) = GL(n + \)/C where C = R*lH + l i I = sl(w + 1), and Pn =
P(Rn + 1). We set
-ί
lp = {Xel;[E,X]=pX}
which determines a GLA-structure on I:
We set F = I_j. Then, since β|l_i x IA is nondegenerate, Ix is identified
with V through B. These subspaces \p are explicitly given as follows.
I o = ) ( θ
We set
which is a subalgebra of I with I = I_ 1 +Γ (direct sum as vector space). Let
L
o
 denote the group of GLA-automorphisms of I. It is given by
°\aeR\beGL(n)
and thus L
o
 cz L and LieL0 = I0. Further, we have that L = L 0 Inn(I),
where Inn(I) denotes the group of inner automorphisms of I. We define
L 1 =expl 1 and L' = NL(V), the normalizer of Γ in L, whose Lie algebras
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are l1 and Γ, respectively. The subgroup ΊJ has a semidirect decomposition
U = L0Li and is identical with the isotropy subgroup in L at the point
[WQJGP1. Therefore, we have an identification
L/L' = Pn,
which implies an identification T[wo]P
n
 = ί_1. Let p: L
f
 -> GL(I_1) = GL
(F) be the linear isotropy representation at [w0]. Then we have that
Kernelp = Li and Imagep = GL(V)> and hence, p maps L o isomorphically
onto GL(V). We shall identify L
o
 with GL(V) through p, and also I
o
with gl(F) through />„. We define
ei = Ei + iΛ> **i= Ei,i+i f o r 1 < * < " ,
where the Z?i7's denote the standard matrix units in gl(w-hl). Then {et}
is an orthonormal basis of I_j with respect to the inner product
(X,Y) = tr(tXY) for X, Ye I
on I. (In complex analytic category, one should replace tr^XY) by
tr^XΫ).) Furthermore, {<?*} is the basis of I t dual to {^} under the
previous identification lt = V*. We may identify Io = gI(I/0 with gl(w)
through the basis {^} of F. It is easy to see the following.
L e m m a 3.1. Under the identification above, for
[v,ξ]EQl(n) = l0 is given by
Next, we embed V=l^
x
 into F1 as an open set containing [w0] by
the map v\—>(expv)[w0], and so every aeL determines a local
difTeomorphism a: (F,0) -• PM. We define a map t : L -> F 2(P") by
Then ί is an embedding which induces a monomorphism c : L' -> G 2 (F)
such that π2o ^  = p, where π 2 : G2( F) -> GL( F) is the natural projection. In
the following we shall consider Lr as a subgroup of G2{V) through the
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monomorphism i .
Now let M be a manifold of dimension n. An L'-subbundle
Q a F2{M) of the second order frame bundle π 2 : F2(M) -• M is called a
projective structure on M. For example, let η be a torsionfree connection
in F{M)y with the corresponding GL( F)-equivariant section 5: F(M) —•
F 2 (M) of π 2 : F 2 (M)->F(M). Then £>„ = s(F(M)) Li c F 2 (M) is a
projective structure on M, which we call the projective structure associated
to η. Let η and ηf be torsionfree connections in F{M). They are said
to be projectively equivalent if Q
η
 = Q
η>y which is equivalent to that there
exists an l
x
 = V*-valued function p on F(M) of type Ad = (id)* such that
which is the case that s' = s-expp for the corresponding sections
5,5': F(M) -> F 2 (M). Let Q cz F 2 (M) be a projective structure and U cz M
an open set. A torsionfree connection J7 in F(M)| U = π~i(U) is called
a ZotαZ torsionfree connection belonging to Q if Q
η
 = Q\U. For any projective
structure Q c F 2 (M) there exists a family { t / ^ J of local torsionfree
connections belonging to Qy where (*): { C7£} is an open cover of M\ η(
is a torsionfree connection in F(M)\ Ut\ ηi and r\} are projectively equivalent
over UinUj. Conversely, for any family {Uhηι} with (*), there exists
uniquely a projective structure Q cz F2(M) such that each ηt belongs to Q.
EXAMPLE 3.2. Set Q
λ
 — L and regard it as a submanifold of F2(Pn)
through the embedding c . Then Q
ι
 cz F2(Pn) is a projective structure
on P n , which we call the flat projective structure on P".
Let QiCz F2(Mι) be a projective structure on Mh ί = l , 2 . A
diffeomorphism φ: M± -> M2 is called a projective isomorphism of ( M ^ Q i )
to (M2,Q2) if the second prolongation φ{2): F2(M1) -> F 2 ( M 2 ) of φ sends
Q
x
 onto Q 2 A projective structure Q cz F2(M) is said to be projectively
flat if (M,Q) is locally projectively isomorphic to ( P " , ^ ) , that is, for
each point xeM there exist an open neighbourhood U of x and an open
set U
o
 ofPn such that (U,Q\ U) is projectively isomorphic to (t/0>£M ^o)
Now we recall the theory of Cartan connections for projective
structures following the formulation by Tanaka [4]. Let Q be a projective
structure on a manifold M of dimension n. An I-valued 1-form ώ on
Q is called a Cartan connection in Q of type L/L' if
(1) for each zeQ, ώ: TzQ-+\ is a linear isomorphism;
(2) R*
a
ω = Ada~1ω for aeL'\ and
(3) ω(i4*) = i4 for ,4el',
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where R
a
 denotes the action of aeL' on Qy and A* the fundamental
vector field on Q generated by AeV. Let
be the decomposition of ώ into the sum of Ip-components ώp. We call
-[ώ,ώ]
the curvature of d), which is semibasic in the sense that Ω(X> Y) = 0 if
X or Ye TZQ is tangent to the fibre of π 2 . Thus there exists an
I(x)Λ2Γ_1-valued function K on Qy called the curvature function of ω, such
that
Ω = - K ( ω _ )
Let
be the decomposition of K into the sum of Ip-components Kp. Recall
that the second canonical form Θ2 on F2(M) is a F4-gI(F) = I_1 +lo-valued
1-form with decomposition into the sum
θ
2
=®.1+®0
of Ip-components &p. A Cartan connection ώ is said to be normal if it
satisfies the following two conditions.
(1) The restrictions of Θ_j and Θ
o
 to Q are identical with ω_j
and ω 0, respectively. (In this case K_i=0.)
(2) I f {el9'"9en} is a b a s i s o f l_x w i t h (ehej) = δφ a n d {e\9-~,e*n}
the basis of I
x
 dual to {et} with respect to By then
0 for
EXAMPLE 3.3. The Maurer-Cartan form ώ of L = Q
ι
 is a normal
Cartan connection in Q
x
 c: F2(Pn) of type L/Lr with the curvature Ω = 0.
Theorem 3.4. (Tanaka [4]) For any projective structure Q on a
manifold M of dimension n>2> there exists uniquely a normal Cartan
connection ώ in Q of type L/L''.
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The following follows from Example 3.3 and Frobenius' theorem.
Corollary 3.5. Q is projectively flat if and only if the curvature Ω
of ώ vanishes on Qy provided n>2.
4. Lagrangean contact structures on projective cotangent
bundles
Let M be a manifold of dimension n>2 and w: P(T*M) -> M the
projective cotangent bundle of M. We identify P(T*M) with the associated
bundle F(M) x
 GL{V)P(V¥) with respect to the natural projective action of
GL(V) on P{V*). In the same way as in Section 1, the projection
F{M)xP{V*)->P{ΓM) will be denoted by (uy[ξ])^w[ξ])y and for a
fixed [ξ]eP(V*) the differential of the map F(M)-> P(VM) defined by
ut->w[ξ] will be denoted by Xt->X-[ξ]. Then we have
X-[ξ] = q.(X ξ) for ξ€P=P-{0}, XeT(F(M)),
for the natural projection q: T*M-+ P(T*M). Let η be a connection in
F{M)._ For given [λ]eP(TM) and Xe TXM with w{[λ]) = x, the horizontal
lift X?
λ]eT[λ](P(TM)) of X to P{TM) with respect to η is defined by
*g, = *;•[{] for [λ] = w[ξl
where X^GTM(F(7kΓ)) is the horizontal lift of X to F(M) with respect to
η. It is also described as follows. Choose an element λeT*
x
M so that
q(λ) = [λ]y and let XHλeTλ{TM) be the horizontal lift of X to Γ M with
respect to the linear connection in T*M induced by η. Then q*X% is
independent on the choice of λ, and is equal to Xfχy
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that η and ηf are torsionfree connections in
F(M) which are projectively equivalent. Let [λ^ePiVM) with w([λ]) = x.
Then for every X in
the corresponding horizontal lifts are identical:
Proof. It follows from the assumption that there exists an
l
χ
 = J7*-valued function p on F(M) such that η — η' = [Θyp]. Take an element
λ = uξeT
x
M with q(λ) = [λ\. We shall show that
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XH
λ
-XT=Pu(θ(Xl))λv
λ
eT
λ
(TM).
Then, applying q, to this we obtain the assertion. Indeed, since
πtX*u = πtX*u' = X, there is an A6QI(V) such that X*U-X*U' = A*U. Then
(η - η')(X*
u
) = - η'(Xl) = - η'(X*
u
 - X*
a
')
On the other hand, the lefthand side is equal to [θ>p](X*
u
) = [vfpu] where
v = θ(X*
u
)y and hence A= — [vypu]. Therefore, we have
= u-(A-ξ)=-u-([v,p
u
]-ξ),
under the identification T^V*=V*, where A ξ denotes the natural action
of gl(F) on V. Here for v^'iv1 ,---,v")eV=l_1,pu = (pι,--,pn)eV* = l1
and ξ = (ξ1, ,ξn)eVt, by Lemma 3.1 we have
[v,p
u
] • ξ = {vp
u
 + (p
u
v)\
n
) ξ=- ξ(vp
u
 + (p
u
v)\
n
)
= -ξ(v)p
u
-p
u
(v)ξ.
Thus we obtain
X» - Xf = ξ(v)u p
u
 +p
u
(v)u • ξ =p
u
{v)λ,
since ξ(v) = (w ξ)(X) = λ(X) = 0. This implies the required equality.
Now suppose that a projective structure Q a F2(M) is given. Let
D be the canonical contact structure on P(T*M). For a given [λ] eP(T*M)
with tu([λ]) = x, take a local torsionfree connection η belonging to Q
defined over a neighbourhood of xy and set
Xf
λ] being the horizontal lift of X to P(TM) with respect to η. By
Lemma 4.1 it is determined by Q independently on the choice of
η. Further we set
E[
λ] = Kernel^: T[λ](P(ΓM)) -* TXM.
These determine subbundles E and E' of T{P{TM)).
Theorem 4.2. The triple (D; EyEr) above is a Lagrangean contact
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structure on P(T*M). This will be called associated to Q.
Proof. Recall that D is given by
taking a local section s of q: TM-• P(T*M) around [λ]. We set
λ = s([λ]). First note that then we have
s*Xf
λ]-X
H
λ
 c= Kernel^),G Kernel^),,
because q^^X^—q^X^^X^ — Xfχ^O. Now for each
have that α^Xμ] — X%) = 0 by the remark above, and hence
(s*a)(X?
λ]) = a(XHλ) = λ(p>XHλ) = λ(X) = 0.
Thus we get E[λ] a D[λ]. Furthermore, for each XeE[λ] we have
and so
oc(s*X) = λ(pj*X) = O.
Therefore, we have also E[λ] c: D[λ].
Next, we shall show that d(s*(x)(Xf
λ],Yfλ]) = 0 holds for every
Xy Ye[λ]χ. Indeed, by the remark above we can write
f] , s,Y?λ]=YHλ+bλvλ> a,beR,
and so by Example 1.1 we have
gj, Yf
λ]) = da(XHλ + aλvλy YHλ + bλ\)
It remains to show that d(s*(x)(E[
λ]iE{λ]) = {0}. But this is clear since E
is an integrable subbundle of T(P(TM)).
5. Cartan connections associated to Lagrangean contact
structures
In this section we assume that n>2 and retain the notation in Section
3. Let G = L = PL(tt+l) and g = LieG = l = sl(n + l) so that G cz Aut(g).
We set
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E=
which determines a GLA-structure on g:
We set
so that g = m + g' (direct sum as vector space). Then m becomes a
fundamental GLA of contact type of degree n. Since Z?|mxm* is
nondegenerate, m* is identified with the dual space of m through B. These
subspaces gp are explicitly given as follows.
/O 0 0
g _ 2 = -j I 0 0 0 );oceR
0 0/
0 0 0
! 0 θ);bl!b2eR"-1
0 % 0
9i = 0 0 b2 ) ^ . ^ e J ? " " 1
vθ 0 i
9o =
'α 0 ON
0 ^ 0 ] α,j8eΛ,Λegl(Λ-l), \xA = -
.0 0
Let G
o
 denote the group of GLA-automorphims of g. It is given by
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'a 0 0'
0 b 0 ); a,ceR\beGL{n-\)
,0 0 c,
'C,
and thus G
o
 c= G and LieG 0 = g0. It holds that G=G 0Inn(g). We define
G2 = expg2 and G' = iVG(g'), whose Lie algebras are g2 and g',
respectively. Note that G cz JJ. Furthermore, g0 may be considered as
an algebra of GLA-derivations of m through the adjoint action. It is
known (Yamaguchi [6]) that then the GLA g is the prolongation of (m,g0) in
the sense of Tanaka[5].
Let ^{W) be the manifold of flags of W of type (l,w), that is, the
manifold of all pairs ([w],σ)eP
n
 x G
n
(W) with [w] <=. σ, where G
n
(W)
denotes the Grassmann manifold of w-subspaces of W. Let ώ 0 : tF( W) —•Pw
denote the projection ([w],σ)\—> [w] to the first factor. For [w]ePny since
T[w]P" is linearly isomorphic to W/[w]y T^P") is linearly isomorphic to
and hence we can identify P(7|
w ]P
M) with P([wL]) in a canonical way. For
[C]eP(M 1 ) = P(7]
w ]F
ι) we define an element σeG
n
(W) with [w] c σ b y
σ = {ve W\ ζ(v) = 0}. Then the correspondence [ζ]ι—KM,σ) gives a
difϊeomorphism of P(T*Pn) onto ^(W) by which the projection
E70: P(7^PM) —• Pn corresponds to our projection VJ0. On the other hand,
G acts transitively on 3F{W), where the isotropy subgroup in G at the
standard flag ([^0]> [%"*)w«-i]) ^s identical with G'. Therefore, we have
an identification
by which the origin G of G/G corresponds to the point [ζn] e P( T[wo]Pn) c=
P{TP"). Note that under our identification the action of G on G/G
corresponds to the natural action φi—>φ of G = PL(n + 1) on P{T*Pn). This
induces an identification T[ζn]P(T*Pn) = m. Let p: G' -> GL(m) denote the
linear isotropy representation at [ζw], and set
G = p(ff)cGL(m).
Then we have that Kernel p = G2 and G = p(G0)p(expg1).
Next, we set
Then (e,e') is a Lagrangean pair of (g-i,^40)> a n d hence, (m; e,e') is a
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fundamental GLA of Lagrangean contact type. If we set
e
o
=-E
n+1Λ>
et = Et+1Λ, eκ.ί + i = En + u + 1 for l<i<n-ί,
we have {e^e^ — δφ and {e
o
,e1, ,e2n-2} is a Lagrangean contact basis
of (m; e,e'). With respect to this basis, p is given by
( a 0 0\ /a~ιc 0 0
0 b 0 I modCh^ί 0 a~ιb 0
0 0 c / \ 0 0 c%-
and thus (? = p(G0)p(expg1) is represented by
G=
Therefore, G is identical with the Lagrangean contact group C(rrt; e,e').
Thus we have proved
Theorem 5.1. The G-structures of type m are in bijective
correspondence with the Lagrangean contact structures.
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let Qι^F2(Pn) be the flat projective structure on Pn
and (D
o
; E0,E
f
0) the Lagrangean contact structure on P(ΓΓPn) associated
to Q
v
 Then the G-structure of type m on P(T*Pn) corresponding to
(D
o
; EO,E'O) is given as follows. We embed m into P(T*P") as an open
set containing [ζn] by the map X\-* (exp X)[£w], and so each aeG determines
a local diffeomorphism a: (m,0) —•P(T*PW). We define a map p0: G ->
F(P(rP")) by
Then we have that p
o
(z a) = p
o
(z) * p(a) for ze G and aeG\ and the image
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P g = p0(G^c: F(P(TPn)) is a G-structure such that P g = Fφo.Eo E, )(P(ΓPn)).
We call P g the flat G-structure of type m on P(VP"). °
A G-structure P a F(M) of type m or the corresponding Lagrangean
contact structure is said to be flat if (M,P) is locally isomorphic to
(P(T*Pn),PQ) as G-structure.
Now we recall the result of Tanaka on Cartan connections associated
to G-structures of type m. Let P be a principal G'-bundle over a manifold
M of dimension In — 1 and ω a Cartan connection in P of type G/G in
the same sense as in Section 3. Let
be the decomposition of ω into the sum of gp-components ωp. Then the
curvature Ω = dω + |[ω,ω] of ω can be written
Ω = ~
by a g®Λ2m*-valued function K on P. We say that ω is normal if it
satisfies the following two conditions.
(1) The g_2®Λ2g*_1-component of K vanishes on P.
(2) If {eOyely'"ye2n_2} is a basis of m with (ehej) = δijy and
{e*o>e\>'">e*2n-2} the basis of m* dual to {e j with respect to B, then
^ , Z ]
m > ί ; ) = O for Xem,
where in general X
m
 denotes the m-component of XGQ with respect to the
decomposition g = m-f g'.
Let P be a principal G'-bundle over M endowed with a Cartan
connection ω of type G/G and P a F(M) a G-structure of type m with
the restriction θ to P of the canonical form on F(M). We say that
(P,ω) is associated to P, if there exists a group reduction p: P-+ P relative
to p, namely, a bundle map β inducing the identity on M and satisfying
β(z a)=p(z) p(a) for zeP and aeG\ such that
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let P g be the flat G-structure of type m on
P(TPn). Set P g = G, which is a principal G'-bundle over P{VPn). Then
the Maurer-Cartan form ω of G is a normal Cartan connection in P g of
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type G/G' with the curvature Ω = 0 such that (Pg,ω) is associated to P g .
Theorem 5.4. (Tanaka [5]) For any G-structure P of type m on a
manifold M of dimension 2n—l> there exist a principal Gf-bundle P over M
and a normal Cartan connection ω in P of type G/G' such that (P,ω) is
associated to P. Our (P>co) is unique in the following sense. Let (P,co) and
(P\ωf) be associated to P and P' with canonical forms Θ and Θ' by group
reductions β and β\ respectively. Then
(a) for any G'-bundle isomorphism φ: P -> P' with φ*ω' = ω there exists
a G-bundle isomorphism φ: P -> P with φ*θ' = 0 which is induced by φ in
the sense that p'oφ = φoβ'y and
(b) conversely, for any G-bundle isomorphism φ: P-+P with φ*θ' = θ
there exists uniquely a G'-bundle isomorphism φ: P —• P' with φ*ω' = ω which
induces φ.
In the same way as in Corollary 3.5 we get the following.
Corollary 5.5. P is flat if and only if the curvature Ωofω vanishes on P.
6. Cartan connections associated to projective cotangent
bundles
Let M be a manifold of dimension > 2 and ώ: P{TM)^M the
projective cotangent bundle of M. Fix a projective structure π 2 : Q —• M
on M. Let (D; E,Ef) be the Lagrangean contact structure on P{T*M)
associated to Q, and π: P ^ P{T*M) the G-structure of the Lagrangean
contact frames of (P(TM)yD; £,£"). We define maps β: Q -• F(P(T*M))
and π: Q -> P(TM) as follows. Let z=j20(f)eQ where /: ( F , 0 ) - » M is
a local diffeomorphism. We embed V into Pn as an open set containing
[w0] as in Section 3. Then / induces a local diffeomorphism
/: (PiΓP"),^]) -+ P(ΓM)y and the differential
> T[λ]P(TM)y
where [Λ] =/([£"]), is a linear isomorphism. We define
ή(z)=f([ζn])eP(rM).
Then we have that πop = π, ω°π = π 2 , and
(*) β(z a) = β(z) p(a) for zeQ, aeG'.
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Note that ή is a surjective map.
Lemma 6.1. β(Q) = P.
Proof. We may assume that / above is given by
f(v) = Exp"u(v) for υεV,
where η is a local torsionfree connection belonging to Q defined over a
neighbourhood of x = π2(z) and u = π\{z) e F{M), πj being the projection
F2(M)->F(M). We make use of the basis {et} of \_ί in Section 3, its
dual basis { ξι}, and the basis { e{} of m in Section 5. Let q: f*M -» P{T*M)
and q0: T*P
n
 -> P(TF1) be the natural projections. Then we have the
following commutative diagram.
T
ξ
n(f*Pn)=V+V* y ) * > T
λ
{TM)
T[λ](P(TM)\
where F = I _ ! = Γ [ w o ]P
M
 and /l = wξM. Here the decomposition T
ξn
(TPn) =
V+ V* is the one induced from the trivialization of T*Pn around [w0]
through the embedding F c P " . For \<i<n we have qo*(^i)~ei a n c ^
CΓ) " 1(? i) = (^ i)?> where Xf = 1 1 ( ^ ) 6 ^ c TXM, and hence β(z)ei = (Xi)fλy
Furthermore, we have g
θΦ
(ξ£) = β
rt_ λ + ί and (/*)," x (^) = (^)Γ, where ^ = 11 ^ e
7^.M, and hence /9(«)βII_1+i = ς#(λl)J. Thus β(z) maps e and e' to £"[A]
and £"[
λ], respectively. Together with Example 2.2, we know that β(z)
is a Lagrangean contact frame of (P(Γ*M),D; £,£"), that is, p(z)eP.
Furthermore, it follows from (*) that β(Q) is invariant under G. Thus
we obtain the lemma.
Lemma 6.2. For 3,3'eQ, we have π(z)~π(zf) if and only if there
exists an element aeG' such that z' — z-a. Therefore π: Q -> P{TM) is a
principal G-bundle over P(TM).
Proof. Let z =jl(f) and z =7o(/') Suppose that π(z) = rt(s'), that is,
/([Π) =/([£"])• S i n c e t h e n π2(^) = π 2 ( ^ ) , there exists an element aeL'
such that jlif) =jl(foa). This implies that f([ζn]) =/(α[Π). Therefore,
from the assumption we obtain ά[ζn] = [ζn], which means that ae G. Thus
we get z' = z- a where aeG. The converse is clear from (*)and πoβ = π.
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Let ώ be the normal Cartan connection in the L'-bundle π2: Q -> M
of type L/L (see Theorem 3.4). Since Gf a U a L = Gy we may regard
ώ as a Cartan connection in the G'-bundle π: Q -> P{TM) of type
G/G. Let
ω = ω_ 2 4-ω_ 1 +ω 0 - fω 1 +ω 2
be the decomposition of ώ into the sum of g-components ωp.
Lemma 6.3. For the restriction Θ to P of the canonical form on
F(P{ΓM)), we have
Proof. Since I_ 1 =e + g_2, Io
 = e
' + (lon9)> an<^ m = g_2-f e + er, we
get a decomposition
I_! + I
o
 = m + (I
o
ng') (direct sum as vector space).
Denote by l
m
: I_ j +I 0 —> m the projection with respect to the decomposition
above. Let θ2 be the restriction to Q of the second canonical form on
F2(M), which is an l_
x
 + I 0 = F+gl(F)-valued 1-form on Q. First, we
shall show that
For that purpose we define a map /: F(M) -> P(TM) by u\-*w[ξn], where
{ξ1} is the one in Lemma 6.1. The corresponding map for Pn will be
denoted by l0: F(P") -^> P(ΓP"). Note that at the point e = idveF(Pn) its
differential /0+: Te(F(P")) -> T[ζn](P(TPn)) corresponds to the projection lm
under the identification T
e
(F(Pn)) = I_1 + I 0 induced from the local
trivialization F(P")\ V= Vx GL(V) through the embedding F c F . Now
let z—Jo(f)£Q a n d set u = π\{z), [λ] = π(z) = l(u). Then it follows from
definitions that the following diagram is commutative.
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Tu(F(M))
I*
Γw(P(Γ*Λf))
Te(F(P")) I-i+Io
- m
t
This implies the required equality. Thus it suffices to show that
Let
be the decomposition of ω into the sum of Ip-comρonents ώp. Since ω
is normal, for any XeTQ we have θ2(X) = ω_1(X) + ω0(X), and hence
= θ
2(X)-hω1(X) with ώ^JQGli c g'. Therefore
modg'.
modg'.
On the other hand we have
These imply the required equality.
T h e o r e m 6.4. Let Q be a projective structure on a manifold M of
dimension n>2 and ώ the normal Car tan connection in Q of type L/L'. Let
P be the G-structure of type m on P(TM) corresponding to the Lagrangean
contact structure on P(TM) associated to Q. Then ώ is a normal Cartan
connection of type G/G in the principal G'-bundle π: Q -»P(TM) such
that (QyCo) is associated to P.
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3 that (Q,ώ) is associated
to P. The curvature Ω = dω + |[ω,ω] of ώ is written in two ways:
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Ω = -K(ώ_1 Λω_1) = ~
where K is the curvature function for the L'-bundle π2: Q -• My and K
the one for the G'-bundle π: Q-+P(T*M). They are related as
i<Γ(X, y) = ^ ( r(^0,r(y)) for Xy Fern,
where r: m —• I_
x
 denotes the projection with respect to the decomoisition
m = I _ 1 + e
r
. For any Xy YβQ_iy from K_1=0 we have
e Io + Ii ^ 9-i+9 r>
that is, the g_2-component of K(X, Y) is 0, and hence the g-2®Λ2g*_1-
component of K vanishes. Thus it remains to show that d*K=0.
L e t {eli -Jen} b e t h e b a s i s o f l_i w i t h (ehej) = δij a n d {e\, 'fe*n} t h e
basis of \{ with B(eiye*) = δijy defined in Section 3. Let {e0yely "ye2n-2}
be the basis of m with {e^.e^ — d^ defined in Section 5, and further define
a basis {έ?o,eί, ,e*2fI_2} o f m * w i t h B(ehe)) = δij b Y
e* = Eli + iy e*n_1+i = Ei+Un + 1 for \<i<n-\.
Note that ^ 0
=
~"^>^o = ~^H> a n d ei = ei,e*i=e* for l < ι < w — 1 , and that
r(e0)= —^n^^(ir(ei) = eiyr(en^1+i) = 0for l<i<n—\. Recall that for Xem
we have
(d*K)(X)= Σ [e*,K(ehX)] + l- £
i = 0 ^ i = 0
Now we have
n<i<2n-2,
and hence
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Σ [e*,K(ehX)]= t [eϊ,K(ehr(X))] = (δ*K)(r(X)).
ί=0 i=l
Furthermore, [e*0,X]e[Q2,Q_2 + Q_i] cz Q0 + Qt c g', and so
K([e*0,X]m,e0) = 0.
For 1 < I < M - 1 , since [ e ; , m ] c l
o
 we have [e*,m]
m
<=tr, and hence
r([e*,X]
m
) = 0. Therefore
For n<i<2n — 2, since r(ei) = 0 we have
K([e;,X]
m
,ei) = K(r{[el
Consequently we get
for Xem.
Since δ*K=0 by normality for K, we obtain d*K=0.
Now Corollaries 3.5 and 5.5 imply the following.
Corollary 6.5. The Lagrangean contact structure on P{T*M) associated
to a projective structure Q on M is flat if and only if Q is projectively
flat, provided d i m M > 2 .
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